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Attorney
Admitted in Oregon, Washington,
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jbragar@tomasilegal.com

December 14, 2018
Ms. Linda Gehrke, Administrator
Mr. Francis Eugenio
Region X, Federal Transit Administration
Jackson Federal Building
915 Second Avenue, Suite 3142
Seattle, WA 98174
RE:

Request for Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Ms. Gehrke and Mr. Eugenio,
This office represents Michael Koerner and Kiasantana LLC, owner of the Koerner
Camera property located at 2828 SE 14th Avenue, Portland, Oregon (collectively, "Koerner
Camera"). Koerner Camera is located adjacent to the City of Portland’s proposed Gideon
Overcrossing – a pedestrian and bicycle bridge proposed over Tri-Met’s Orange Line and the
Union Pacific Railroad tracks. Replacement of the pedestrian and bicycle overcrossing at SE
16th and SE Gideon was originally part of the Portland-Milwaukie Light Rail ("PMLR") project
but was deferred because of a concern about availability of funding for the replacement. As a
result of excess funds after the installation of the PMLR, Tri-Met received approval from the
Federal Transit Administration ("FTA") to use a portion of the remaining funds to construct the
deferred Gideon Overcrossing project. This letter is submitted to request that the FTA prepare a
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement ("SEIS") in compliance with the National
Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA") to examine the environmental impacts and analyze
alternatives to the proposed Gideon Overcrossing.
Instead of replacing the Gideon Overcrossing at its pre-existing location at SE 16th and
Gideon, Tri-Met, Portland Bureau of Transportation ("PBOT") and the City of Portland have,
without any environmental review, located the replacement bridge at SE 14th and Gideon - two
blocks west of the original location. The PMLR Project Final Environmental Impact Statement
("FEIS"), refers in passing to a replacement bridge but does not specifically identify Gideon
Overcrossing by name nor does it indicate where the replacement bridge will be constructed.
Instead, the FEIS vaguely states:
The development of a new pedestrian overcrossing of the UPRR at the Clinton
Station would be deferred (an existing pedestrian bridge at SE 16th Avenue/SE
Brooklyn Street would still need to be removed). FEIS page 2-18.
Further, the FEIS states:
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If after the environmental Record of Decision has been issued by FTA, Tri-Met's
financial plan requires additional deferral or elimination of project elements not
identified in the ROD, TriMet, Metro and FTA will follow the environmental
procedures defined in 23 CFR Part 771.129, and FTA may issue an amended
ROD to identify the modified elements and any additional commitments to
mitigate environmental and community impacts for such amended project. FEIS
page S-12.
Thus, under 23 CFR 771.129(c), FTA must re-evaluate the FEIS because it did not analyze the
environmental impacts of Gideon Overcrossing, a deferred pedestrian overcrossing, in the initial
FEIS. Additionally, the FEIS did not contemplate the overcrossing would accommodate
bicyclists, which significantly changes the scope of the project and use of the overcrossing.
Koerner Camera diligently reviewed the record of publically available EIS documents
yet, because Gideon Overcrossing was not specifically identified in the EIS documents, neither
Koerner Camera nor other impacted businesses and individuals had an opportunity to comment
on the proposal. Additionally, the FEIS did not suggest that the bridge would be replaced in a
location that differed from its original siting at SE 16th and Gideon, nor that it would
accommodate bicyclists as well as pedestrians. Further, the FEIS did not conduct an alternatives
analysis of new bridge location thereby failing to provide any notice that Tri-Met and PBOT
intended to move the bridge from its original location to the new proposed location on SE 14th
and Gideon. Now that Tri-Met is proposing to construct the deferred bridge, the FEIS must be
updated to evaluate the same under 23 CRF 711.129(c).
Further, the FTA must prepare a SEIS under 23 CFR 711.130(a) because, as described in
this letter, there is information relevant to the proposal that has not been considered and will
otherwise result in unexamined significant impacts to the physical environment. While a
"pedestrian bridge" or "bicycle facility" may normally be considered categorically excluded from
an environmental impact statement under 23 CFR 771.118(c)(2), the proposed location and use
of this bridge does not qualify for exclusion. The replacement bridge is proposed at a different
location than the original location at SE 16th and SE Gideon. The proposed location raises
serious public health and safety concerns that have never been adequately examined in the EIS.
The proposed bridge will significantly affect the quality of the human environment by
altering the physical environment and the relationship of people with that environment. Tri-Met
and PBOT have billed Gideon Overcrossing as an important conduit connecting the
neighborhoods of southeast Portland with the downtown core, yet its inconvenient location and
poor design will be anything but a resource to the community it claims to serve. The proposed
location and design place pedestrians and bicyclists descending from the bridge in the direct
turning radius of trucks and vehicles attempting to access the existing businesses on SE 14th.
Further, the access stairwell requires bicyclists to navigate their bicycles down a flight of stairs,
across business frontages and parking lots, while also avoiding trucks entering loading docks.
The same increased risks apply to pedestrians. Since the Gideon Overcrossing was a deferred
project, the risks to pedestrians and, notably, bicyclists were never evaluated in the EIS. Thus,
Gideon Overcrossing is not entitled to a categorical exclusion under NEPA. Also, because
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information relevant to the proposal has not been considered, FTA must prepare a SEIS for this
proposal.
Further, the current proposal for the Gideon Overcrossing blatantly ignores information
relevant to the existing natural and physical environment in which it will be constructed in two
significant ways that must be analyzed in a SEIS. First, as proposed, access to the Gideon
Overcrossing bicycle and pedestrian bridge will create a significant public safety hazard. The
placement of the overcrossing requires trucks accessing existing businesses to make highly
technical maneuvers including multiple crossings and maneuvers at the base of the overcrossing
– directly in the path of bicyclists and pedestrians attempting to access the overcrossing. Tri-Met
and PBOT floated an auto-turn drawing proposing an option for trucks to access existing
businesses. Exhibit 1. The auto-turn drawing, however, is completely void of any pedestrian or
bicycle use of the proposed overcrossing and assumes there are no other trucks or vehicles on SE
14th. The auto-turn drawings are premised on the false notion that SE 14th is utilized by one
truck at a time, with no other use present on the street. This is an inaccurate characterization of
SE 14th and demonstrates Tri-Met and PBOT's disregard for both the safety of bicyclists and
pedestrians and for the viability of existing businesses. As recently as December 10, 2018, State
Representative Rob Nosse wrote to Tri-Met and PBOT requesting the agencies to consider
alternative locations due to the conflicts with truck traffic on SE 14th. Exhibit 2. Again, the
proposal ignores important information related to the existing physical environment and will also
endanger those it purports to serve - specifically pedestrians and bicyclists.
Second, the proposed design of the Gideon Overcrossing places a portion of the bridge in
the right-of-way, directly in the path of trucks accessing existing businesses on SE 14th. Exhibit
3. This proposal is both dangerous to bicyclists and pedestrians who will be using the bridge and
nearby sidewalks and also devastating to existing businesses on SE 14th that will be impacted
when access to their locations is severely complicated. Tri-Met and PBOT claim to be responsive
to the access concerns of existing businesses on SE 14th and, in the auto-turn drawing, purport to
provide a solution that will allow trucks to access the businesses. The drawings, however, are
anything but a realistic solution. The auto-turn drawing proposes that trucks conduct highly
technical maneuvers with multiple crossings and maneuvers to access existing businesses and
their loading docks.
As relevant to both these concerns, Koerner Camera, recently attended a meeting with
Tri-Met, PBOT, and other City staff to once again express concerns about the design of the
bridge. The single fact that became immediately apparent is that both agencies believe they can
design this bridge to their own specifications without any public process. While claiming to
have had a "public process" years ago, this is exactly the kind of smoke and mirrors that NEPA
protects against. Koerner Camera has had no opportunity to participate in a public process to
analyze the impacts of the proposed bridge at SE 14th and Gideon or any other available
alternative location.
Koerner Camera, like other businesses on SE 14th, requires regular, safe, and efficient
truck access to maintain an operable business. Koerner Camera serves and supports the Oregon
film industry by providing camera equipment. Its primary activity is rental of film and video
equipment which is accomplished by allowing trucks to access its loading docks. Tri-Met
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initially agreed to work with Koerner Camera to identify solutions and alternative designs to the
Gideon Overcrossing to limit the impacts to Koerner Camera’s property. Despite its initial
promises of collaboration, Tri-Met has refused to engage with Koerner Camera to consider
alternative designs and has been consistently opaque and uncooperative, requiring Koerner
Camera to demand further communication. The current proposal for the Gideon Overcrossing,
requiring highly technical truck maneuvers, threatens both the safety of bicyclists and
pedestrians who may attempt to use the bridge and also the viability of existing businesses on SE
14th. The proposal is a lose-lose for the public and for existing businesses.
Koerner Camera has repeatedly asked Tri-Met and PBOT to engage with its design team
to address practical concerns and meaningful alternatives to the current proposal, including
replacing the overcrossing in its original location at SE 16th and Gideon, as suggested in the
FEIS. Significantly, the SE 16th and Gideon location fronts city-owned property, impacts less
businesses, has more space for an overcrossing, and would make a needed connection to
neighborhoods beyond the commercial center of SE Division that is already served with
adequate street connections. Tri-Met and PBOT have refused and failed to provide Koerner
Camera and other businesses which may be impacted by this proposal a reasonable opportunity
to comment. The proposal shows a complete disregard for the existing physical environment.
Further, both Tri-Met and PBOT have failed to provide evidence that the proposal is
actually necessary for pedestrians or bicyclists. Neither agency has provided evidence of
accidents or injury to either pedestrians or bicyclists at this railroad crossing nor have they
provided evidence that the proposed bridge will be useful to bicyclists or pedestrians. Even if
there are photographs of people crossing the stopped trains, there has been no analysis of
changes to the train stacking as a result of planned changes to the railroad switch, or other
mechanisms of behavior control, like enforcement. Moreover, there is no analysis that says
shifting the bridge two more blocks to SE 16th would not also solve the alleged safety issue. As
it stands, the Gideon Overcrossing is an unnecessary use of federal funds to build an unnecessary
bridge that will simply replace one allegedly unsafe circumstance with a different unsafe
circumstance that has never been analyzed in an EIS.
In addition, the EIS and record of decision for the Orange Line were completed on
November 29, 2010. This decision was made a full five years prior to the opening of Portland's
Tilikum Bridge, a nearby bicycle and pedestrian bridge that opened in September 2015. As a
result of the opening of the Tilikum Bridge, bicycle travel in proximity to SE 14th and Gideon
has changed. A new SEIS is required to assess this change in bicyclist behavior to ensure the
safest and most practical neighborhood connection is provided. The SEIS would offer the
necessary public review mechanism to, for example, determine whether bicyclists are safer and
better served by remaining on a protected bicycle trail on the connecting trail from the Tilikum
Bridge to reach a bicycle/pedestrian bridge at SE 16th and Gideon instead of prematurely having
to cross already crowded intersections closer to SE 12th to reach a bridge at the proposed SE
14th location. If Tri-Met and PBOT believe a pedestrian and bicycle bridge is necessary, the
Gideon Overcrossing should be placed in a location that will result in greatest utility for
pedestrians and bicyclists – specifically in the location of the previous access bridge at SE 16th
and Gideon which supports connectivity between neighborhoods, or other alternative locations
that have yet to be examined in an EIS.
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Koerner Camera expects that the SEIS will address the fallacies that Tri-Met and PBOT
have advanced to support the Gideon Overcrossing. Additionally, Koerner Camera expects
FTA's review of this proposal will highlight the lack of transparency and questionable deals that
have accompanied this proposal. For instance, Stacy and Witbeck, the construction firm that
worked on the PMLR, purchased a large parcel of then industrial-zoned land adjacent to the
PMLR line it constructed. As reported by the Oregonian, Stacy and Witbeck generously
contributed to the then-mayor's election campaign and, within days of entering office, received
the mayor's blessing for a fast-tracked zone change from the City of Portland. Exhibit 4. As a
result, Stacy and Witbeck "willhave the only large, privately controlled property adjacent to the
station feeding a thriving area of Southeast Portland." Exhibit 4. Now, Stacy and Witbeck have
been selected as Tri-Met's contractor for the Gideon Overcrossing that is conveniently located at
what appears to be a location that best serves Stacy and Witbeck's private property interest
without ever having alternative locations analyzed in an EIS. This is only one example of the
unsavory details surrounding the proposed Gideon Overcrossing that Koerner Camera expects
FTA to unveil as it prepares the supplemental EIS.

Significantly, the City, Tri-Met, and Prosper Portland (Portland's redevelopment agency)
held a community meeting to talk about the Gideon Overcrossing and the redevelopment of
Clinton Triangle. Clinton Triangle includes that portion of Stacy and Witbeck's privately owned
property described above. At the meeting, Prosper Portland disclosed the impossibility of
locating affordable housing within Clinton Triangle. This raises Fair Housing Act implications in
connection with the use of federal funding that could directly benefit a private developer for
market rate and luxury housing that completely ignores equity issues in federal spending, public
transportation improvements, and benefit from public improvements.

Koerner Camera respectfully requests FTA to determine that the proposed Gideon
Overcrossing must be analyzed for its environmental impacts through the preparation of a
supplemental environmental impact statement under 23 CFR 711.130(a) to determine the effect
of the proposal on the human environment. Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter.
Sincerely,

Jennifer Bragar

JMB/EB/jr
Enclosures
cc: (via email w/enclosures)
Dr. Linda Simmons
client
Lori Irish Bauman
Mayor Wheeler
Councilor Chloe Eudaly Keith Edwards
Travis Stovall
Councilor Nick Fish
Councilor Amanda Fritz Kathy Wai
Councilor Dan Saltzman Ozzie Gonzalez
Nick Stewart

Bruce Wamer
Brendan Finn
Jamie Dunphy
Jamey Duhamel
Brendan Finn
Ken McGair

House Speaker Tina Kotek
Representative Rob Nosse
Teresa Boyle, PBOT

LanceErz
John Cardenas
Brenda Martin
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Stacy and Witbeck building Portland-to-Milwaukie MAX line, buying prime property alo...
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PORTLAND NEWS

Stacy and Witbeck building Portland-toMilwaukie MAX line, buying prime property
along route for future office redevelopment
Updated Mar 2, 2013;
Posted Mar 2, 2013
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By Brad Schmidt , bschmidt@oregonian.com
The Oregonian/OregonLive

Stacy and Witbeck Inc., the construction firm working on the
Portland-to-Milwaukie MAX route, owns 3.25 acres next to one of
the line's stops. The company purchased the land in 2011 for
$3.16 million and hopes to build an office there. Part of the
property already has a major tenant, Shelter Products Inc., in the
building along Southeast Gideon Street (left). Benjamin Brink/The
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Stacy and Witbeck Inc., the construction firm that built most of the
region's MAX and streetcar routes, has doubled down on its latest
project by buying 3.25 acres along the Portland-to-Milwaukie
MAX line for development.
The move is a first for the California-based company, which had
never bought land to develop along one of its lines. Company
officials hope to eventually build and move into offices on the
property, near Southeast Powell Boulevard and Milwaukie
Avenue.
Stacy and Witbeck is benefiting from connections to Portland
Mayor Charlie Hales. The company president met with Hales in
January, leading the new mayor to order city employees to
accelerate land-use planning tied to the MAX line.
That could speed up a zoning change likely to increase the
value of the property, which Stacy and Witbeck bought in 2011
for $3.16 million. The land is currently zoned for industrial and
commercial uses.
Close-in eastside property zoned for office, commercial or mixed
uses is worth about twice as much as industrial land, said Brian
Glanville, senior managing director in Portland for Integra Realty
Resources.
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The site is unusually primed for redevelopment. It's just steps
away from the planned Clinton Street station, which is set to open
with the new 7.3-mile MAX line in September 2015.
Gerard Mildner, director of the Center for Real Estate at
Portland State University, said there doesn't appear to be
anything improper about the deal. The location of the station, for
example, was widely known before Stacy and Witbeck's
purchase.
"It may be that they've drunk the Kool-Aid and they think the
potential is there to make money," he said, noting the possibility
of a financial windfall if the city changes zoning. "And then I
guess the question would be, particularly on the up-zoning
question, was their site treated any differently than anyone
else's site?"
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Company officials had been looking for a large site along the
new MAX line -- for which Stacy and Witbeck has contracts
worth $342 million -- when Kevin McFall, a senior vice president,
said he spotted a "for sale" sign.
Ideally, McFall said, any redevelopment will include space the
company can rent to others. Work could be years away,
however. A major tenant on the site, Shelter Products Inc., has a
lease into 2017.
"Frankly, I'd been looking all over the industrial side of Portland,"
McFall said. "If you think that this was some sort of angle that
we were able to play, it's not."
Stacy and Witbeck bought the property in May and December
2011, according to Multnomah County property records, paying
Michael McGinley, president of Eastern Western, said he
decided to sell after learning that TriMet needed half of his
company's property for the MAX line. "It'd be difficult to develop"
the rest, he said.
Stacy and Witbeck subsequently sold two parcels to TriMet for
$604,100, according to property records.

In the end, Stacy and Witbeck will have the only large, privately
controlled property adjacent to the station feeding a thriving area
of Southeast Portland. TriMet and Metro studied the area in
2011 and determined that Stacy and Witbeck's land, plus
property owned by the city of Portland and NW Natural, had the
"greatest immediate and future development potential."
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Hales met Jan. 7 -- his fourth workday as mayor -- with Stacy
and Witbeck President John Bollier. After hearing from others as
well, Hales said he told the city's Bureau of Planning and
Sustainability to speed up work on a broad plan for Southeast
Portland that could lead to zoning changes as soon as next year.
Stacy and Witbeck donated $25,000 to Hales' mayoral
campaign, equal to his largest cash contribution. Company
executives also gave him more than $8,000, according to
campaign filings, with Bollier giving $6,600.
Hales said the contributions in no way prompted him to
accelerate planning. In fact, he said, he thinks the new zoning
should have been in place before construction on the MAX line
began. He added: "In a free economy, people are free to exploit
their opportunities."

City officials are now using a $485,000 Metro grant to begin
planning job-focused development near the line's stations, as
opposed to the more traditional mixed-use retail and housing.
"The idea of higher-density jobs is really the key concept," said
Steve Iwata, who supervises central city planning for Portland.
"It's been looked at in other places, but I don't think there's a
successful model."
Hales said thoughtful planning and potential zoning changes
could benefit not only Stacy and Witbeck but Portlanders.
"Sometimes," Hales said, "their self-interest and the public
interest align."
-- Brad Schmidt
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